Later, these logs and rags of ice, ori ginally embedded in the groundmoraines, melted away and thus produced the "solle". The view that the "solle" are generally of artificial origin and nothing but former marl-pits was expressed by H. Schramm (1924) in a dissertation she wrote under H. Philipp's guidance. This view had already been held before in the case of some "solle"-like depressions, and here it should quite easily be proved.
Since the twenties the discussion on the various possible origins of the "solle" has become quiet.
In 1921 Wahnschaffe-Schucht still thought the "theory of evorsion" the best to explain a certain type of "solle" found in the ground moraines, and P. Woldstedt (1929) held the greater number of the "solle" to be produced by the melting of stagnant ice (Eisrestseen). The last detailed account on the various theories dealing with the origin of the "solle" is to be found in Ropke's (1929) paper. The explanation of the "solle" as kettle holes, however, is still difficult, for all definite pitted plains with kettle holes are found within the fluvio-glacial sedi ments, i.e. within sandrs, and within marginal terraces and deltas (see e.g. C. Troll, 1924 and 1937 , R. F. Flint 1930 , and N. Horner 1927 . Furthermore, the typical kettle holes are ? as was to be expected ? irregularly formed, often many-lobed depressions, which may be asso ciated here and there with circular micro-forms.
3. The regular form and the little extent of the "solle" offer another explanation, which may be called the "permafrost theory" or the "pingo theory C. Troll, 1944, and B. Frenzel, 1959) . These terms are not confined to describe the regular micro-forms of former "pingos" or ice lenses, but also denote the larger, irregular depressions and lakes. The Americans, doing extensive research work in Alaska, speak also about "cave-in lakes" (R. E. Wallace, 1948) , "thaw lakes" and "thaw sinks" (D. M. Hopkins, 1949, Hopkins and Karlstrom, 1955) 
